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Combining nanotechnology and genetics to counter stroke
Researchers have established that
the damage to brain tissue caused by
an ischemic stroke can be partly attributed to the action of Caspase-3,
an enzyme that helps trigger programmed cell death in neurons. That
is the rationale underpinning experimental efforts aimed at silencing
Caspase-3 in the neurons of strokeafflicted rodents. Khuloud Al-Jamal
et al. (pp. 10952–10957) attempted to
facilitate the targeted delivery of adequate amounts of a silencing agent
to stroke-damaged brain tissue in animals using carbon nanotubes, which
can serve as nanoscale needles. The
authors used 20–30 nm wide nanotubes to deliver siRNA—snippets of
silencing RNA—against Caspase-3
Carbon nanotubes deliver siRNA to the brain.
to a region of the brain’s cortex that
controls the movement of forelimbs in mice. A day later, the authors induced stroke in the mice and found that mice
that received siRNA via the nanotubes were better protected against stroke-induced neuronal cell death compared
with mice that received a placebo. Further, the authors report, rats treated with anti-caspase-3 siRNA using the nanotubes could better move their forelimbs to reach, grasp, and retrieve food pellets from a well after the induction of
stroke, compared with stroke-afflicted control rats. The findings suggest that carbon nanotube-mediated delivery of
siRNA might hold therapeutic potential for human neurodegenerative diseases, according to the authors. — P.N.

Nature’s Pitot tubes: Sensors on bat wings
Bats perform an array of aerial maneuvers during flight
brains; bats whose wing membranes had been chemically
that are unmatched among mammals, including sharp
depilated showed no such responses. The authors sugturns, hovering, and upended
gest that receptors at the base
perching. Although researchof the hairs detect turbulent air
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sive. Susanne Sterbing-D’Angelo
trailing edge flew faster and
et al. (pp. 11291–11296) meamade wider turns, compared
sured the electrophysiological
with bats whose wing hairs were
response of the big brown bat to
intact. The findings suggest that
stimulation of the domed hairs
the domed hairs might act as
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on the bats’ wing membranes
flight speed and stall sensors,
with brief puffs of air. The authors report that air puffs
similar to Pitot tubes on aircraft wings. According to the
from eight directions triggered responses from clusters
authors, domed hairs on bat wings might represent an
of neurons in the somatosensory cortex of the bats’
evolutionary adaptation for aerodynamic control. — P.N.
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Single-cell density
measurement helps
track disease
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A potential neural basis for impulsiveness
Like wisdom, self control is often thought to increase with advancing age, but a pathological loss of self control can lead
to a tendency for criminality. To uncover a neural basis for impulsiveness, Benjamin Shannon et al. (pp. 11241–11245)
performed an fMRI experiment aimed at comparing the brain’s functional connectivity in more than 100 juvenile offenders at a high-security facility and typically developing individuals
ranging in age from 7–31 years. The authors scanned the brains of the
participants as they rested quietly. In less impulsive juvenile offenders, the
authors report, activity in brain regions involved in planning movements,
dubbed “motor planning regions,” mirrored activity in regions involved in
attention and cognitive control. In contrast, in more impulsive offenders,
Low (blue) and high (yellow) motor
activity in motor planning regions was correlated with activity in a brain
planning connectivity in typical adults.
network involved in spontaneous, unconstrained cognition, called the
“default mode” network. Among typically developing individuals, the patterns of activity in motor planning regions varied with age: Brain activity in younger individuals resembled that observed in more impulsive offenders, whereas activity
in older individuals resembled that seen in less impulsive offenders. The authors suggest that their findings not only help
explain why the actions of impulsive people might be driven by instant gratification rather than by long-term consequences but also suggest that impulsiveness among juvenile offenders might represent a developmental delay. — P.N.
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